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<,-,l: By, Diane Maddex _-- -- -_. _ The U.S. side also said it
',-3 Daily News Staff Writer __. _:_ _. -- ;_"_ "would not be surprised if the

Marianas were well on the road
SAIPAN--The founding to self-sufficiency" before the

'_29,_ fathers of the new Marianas _-4'_,f-_U_]-_ phase-out of direct U.S.

government are looking to the economic assistance
now

U.S. for financial assistance -_,._._<_: '-" " " contemplated by the Marianas.

extending to the year 2000 b),_' :'_ _ "
"and perhapsbeyond." _ The position papers, which

In current dollars, this could h_3;_ .... _ • . .: have been released only to the
entail $167.3 million for the __/ _ -_' __2_,_ Mariana Islands District
period 1974-81 alone, according Legislature, disclose that the
to figures prepared for the c_---_--__.-:,:.:,_,__._,,._._.,_-_,_=,._ U.S. delegation said it would be

__. Marianas Political Status __._f_2_ _2Z_£5_ tt._,j_ premature to set a level of U.S.

Commission. "-:_;'_-_._-_L-___ aid ,until the closely related

The projections are contained _LL-__:I question of land has been
• in position papers discussed _.y_-_.-5; E:----.WS_=_ reviewed.

privately during the ,May }.,!,.6f_,_," s--_-_.

15-to-June 4 round of status 'Release' Rappedtalks between the Mafianas and i:_,--
the U.S. : -*--, "_._,__ A n o f ficial release on

The Mar:anas has proposed a tL_-i economics and finance that was
three-phased program of U.S. _'_-_ issued iointly by the two '
economic support during its ga_ delegations on May 29 came in
transition to a new political for a critical private note from
status, a process it expects to Marianas commission chairman
"continue for many years Edward DLG. Pangelinan.
beyond the formal acceptance Phase I is tagged to begin in Addressing himself to
of a new status agreement." 1974, Phase II in1975 and Ambassador Franklin Haydn

Phase III in 1982. Williams on behalf of a

I _ While the U.S. negotiators unanimous Marianas delegation,

agreed with many of the Pangelinan said: "The
Letter From Gaeho__n_ principles set out by the commitments made by the

Marianas, they questioned the United States in the area of

Dear Mr. Editor: . accuracy of the high level of economic and financial support
Times change. Before Mr. economic support projected. It in this (press) release are nor as

was suggested that a "radically specific, definite or generous as
Agnew's troubles the phrase different picture" might emerge the commission believes
read "beware of Greeks bearing from an investigation into a appropriate.
gifts." greater number of potential "The commission intends to

sources of income than the press its views on this matter

___,,/_ . Marianas presented, including vigorously in the future at every

_ the economic impact of the possible occasion until the
proposed military base on United States is prepared to
Tinian. (Continued on page 4)
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